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Purple Flags on Miller Lawn: Colby
Commemorates Suicide Prevention Month
By Lutie Brown

Contributing Writer
This past week, Colby’s
Active Minds club placed
1,100 purple flags around
Miller Lawn to symbolize
the number of self-inflicted
deaths recorded each year
across U.S. college campuses. Active Minds began the
project last September to
raise awareness for Suicide
Prevention Month, after
then-Presidents
Vanessa
Warshaw ’18 and Maddie
Taylor ’19 first came up with
the idea. “We thought that
the display was extremely
powerful, so we repeated
the event this year in hopes
of continuing an open conversation about the reality
of suicide prevalence among
college students,” Kaitlin
McManus ’20 said in a recent
interview with the Echo.
Club members put the
flags up last Monday evening and took them down
midday Friday. The entire
month of September is Suicide Prevention Month, but
Taylor explained to the Echo
that she chose to put the
flags up near the end of the
month to ensure that new
members could be involved
in the planning and installing process. Taylor elected
to only leave them up for a
few days “Because we feel
that is enough time to ensure that most members of
campus have had the opportunity to see the display.”
She also wanted to leave the
shared space of Miller lawn
open to the community for
rest and recreation.
Taylor explained in an
email that, according to a
2016 CDC statistic, more
than 41,000 lives are lost to
suicide each year in the United States, up more than 30%
from the rate in 1999.
“According to the National Alliance on Mental
Illness, the month is a time
to ‘share stories and resources in an effort to shed light
on a highly taboo and stig-

matized topic’” Taylor said.
“We support the campaign
with the hopes of sparking
conversations about mental health on campus and
encouraging students staff
faculty and other members
of our community to check
in with themselves and
their friends/loved ones to
ensure that people aren’t
struggling alone and that
they are connected with the
proper resources when they
need them.”
Active Minds members
set up a table in the Spa
last Thursday and Friday,
Sept. 27 and 28, to provide community members
with resource sheets put
together by the national
non-profit Active Minds
Organization. They distributed information regarding
suicide both on campuses
and in the entire country,
as well as information on
warning signs of suicidal
thoughts and depression
and ways to de-stress.
The club also provided
supplies for writing cards,
letters, and notes of appreciation to friends and loved
ones. “Even something as
small as that improves connection and lets other people know that you are here
for them if they are struggling. We’re hoping that
small gestures and events
like this will begin to break
down the stigma surrounding talking about mental
health and reaching out to
others and being connected
and vulnerable about these
issues,” Taylor said.
Fellow members echoed
this sentiment. “During this
month of suicide awareness,
we really just wanted students to know that they are
not alone,” McManus said.
However, Taylor still believes that there is much left
to be done regarding mental well-being on campus.
“I think that mental health
is currently not being addressed well enough at Colby,” Taylor said. “In my last

three years here, I’ve seen
so many friends and others
struggle silently with and
feel alienated and ashamed
of mental health issues.”
Taylor feels that there is
not enough conversation
about the topic among the
student body, and hopes that
students and staff members
continue to receive training
on facilitating conversation,
recognizing basic warning
signs, and knowing how to
reach out to others for both
yourself and those you care
about. Despite this, Taylor commends the many
people leading initiatives
through Active Minds and
Student Health On Campus
(SHOC) to improve the climate around mental health.
Active Minds also looks
forward to collaborating
with a new club on campus,
Hope Happens Here, which
works on promoting mental
health awareness among student-athletes.
Active Minds has already
partnered with the Counseling Center and the Student
Athletics Advisory Committee (SAAC) to provide
mental health training to
athletes on campus. A few
years ago, Counseling Services implemented a program called “Notice and
Connect”–a peer-facilitated program led by a member of Counseling Services
and a student peer-leader.
the program provides Colby community members
with the skills needed to
notice when peers may be
struggling with a mental
health concern, and teaches
them how to reach out and
connect the person with resources, Taylor said.
Taylor is the sole student
peer-leader facilitating the
“Notice and Connect” conversations as of now, but
hopes that interested students reach out to her via
email. “The sessions have
been going well so far, and
are a means of starting conversations around mental

Peter Brown | The Colby Echo
Approximately 1,100 small purple flags were placed on Miller Lawn last week, representing the estimated number of
college students who take their own lives each year in the U.S.

health and providing students with the skills, resources, and confidence they
need to notice and connect
with others around mental
health issues.”
Further, Taylor says that
as a member of the Student
Government
Association
(SGA) Executive Board, “I
have been able to see the sincere desire of members of administration to improve the
climate surrounding mental
health.” Taylor will also head
a working group regarding
general student health in the
near future: “I hope to get
some kind of mental health
training incorporated into
freshman orientation or the
first few weeks of freshman
fall, potentially having the
‘Notice and Connect’ training become a first year requirement in the way that
sexual violence prevention

training is.”
McManus explained that
Active Minds meets and
holds events around once a
month as they work to reduce the stigma surrounding mental health disorders
through raising awareness
and normalizing conversation about the topic. The
club’s next project will be
tabling in the Spa with
Hope Happens Here from
Oct. 7-13 for Mental Health
Awareness Week.
Active Minds also brings
in a speaker each spring
to address mental health,
hosts
regular
tabling
during National Eating
Disorder Awareness Week,
and delivers student written cards withencouraging
and optimistic words to
teen inpatients in a psychiatric hospital.
The club additionally

hopes to have a month-long
project to promote de-stressing. “I like to go for a run,
drink tea, or call my mom to
destress. For other people, it
might look like going for a
walk, doing something artistic, listening to music, or doing yoga or meditation. It’s
up to individuals to decide
what works best for them,”
Taylor said.
McManus and Taylor encourage students to email
krmcma20@colby.edu, mataylor@colby.edu, or hjahrl21@
colby.edu if interested in joining Active Minds.
Active Minds hopes that
community members “take the
time to check in with yourself
and others,” and provides the
following resources:
Garrison-Foster Counseling
Services: 207-859-4490
National Suicide Prevention
Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255

Kate McLaughlin assumes position as new Associate
Director of Student Access and Disability Services
By Annabel McLaughlin
Staff Writer

Kate McLaughlin recently joined Colby faculty as
the Associate Director of
Student Access and Disability Services. McLaughlin will work closely with
the College’s Center for
Teaching and Learning
(CTL), a program led by
Carol Hurney, designed to
“enhance intellectual engagement across the liberal
arts curriculum,” according to its website. As Colby
continues to further develop both geographically and
intellectually, academic resources must continue to
be at the forefront of the
Colby student experience.

McLaughlin will help to
make sure this approach
continues to be a reality.
Before arriving at Colby,
McLaughlin was a faculty member at the Long Island University-Brooklyn
campus, where she served
as an Instructor of Adolescent Special Education.
Her background in critical
disability studies and inclusive special education make
her the ideal candidate for
helping students find success at Colby.
McLaughlin
takes
a
unique and important approach to helping those
with learning disabilities:
she sees learning disabilities as unique opportunities to encourage intel-
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lectual stimulation and to
exercise problem-solving
skills. This attitude drives
her desire to be directly
involved with the student
academic experience.
“While I greatly enjoyed
teaching teachers, I often
found myself wanting to
work more directly with
programs meant to support
people with disabilities,”
McLaughlin highlighted in
a recent interview with the
Echo. “As a person with a
disability myself, I recognize disability as a valuable
aspect of our diversity. In
fact, so much of technology comes from the lived
experiences of people with
disabilities who weren’t
able to access a place or
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space in the ‘normal’ way,
and had to devise an alternative. For me, working to
support students with disabilities to both value as well
as share their knowledge to
improve a campus is an incredible opportunity.”
With this mindset, McLaughlin was immediately
drawn to Colby, and saw it as
a place looking to foster this
kind of intellectual attitude.
“When I came to Colby to
interview, I was blown away
by the students who created
support groups and did advocacy work here at Colby. I
am excited to learn from all
of the students here,” McLaughlin explained. “My job
is two fold. One is functional,
in the sense that I see myself
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as coordinating across campus offices, spaces, faculty
and staff to create efficient
and responsive processes that
ensure access at Colby.
In addition, she hopes to
act more as a peer and less as
a strict overseer. “I also see
my job as collaborating with
students to promote disability as a valuable part of Colby
and create and sustain an inclusive disability culture. I’ve
only been here a month so I
can’t really speak to the Colby student body, but so far,
I’ve met really solid people. It
genuinely has been a pleasure
to talk with everyone who
has come in my office...just
really interesting and engaging people!”
McLaughlin holds an atti-
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tude towards learning which
fuels her ability to help ensure student and faculty success at Colby.
“For me, learning is not
a place, but a doing. It’s a
social engagement with individuals and ideas, so any
environment that fosters
that type of meaning has got
something good going on…
I’m hoping to identify barriers to learning and creatively consider alternatives,”
McLaughlin said.
Colby’s Center for Teaching and Learning is located
on the first floor of Miller
Library. For further information about the Center
or to contact McLaughlin
directly, please email kmclaugh@colby.edu.
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Sophomore starts East Coast shuttle service
Peter Brown | The Colby Echo
Colby sophomore Max Perello stands in front of the shuttle he will be chartering for trips to both Boston and New York City. A computer science major, Perello’s “Simple Coach” company will rival services provided by Concord Coach Lines, which
previously cornered the market of out-of-state transportation here on campus.

By Claire Borecki
News Reporter

This fall break, sophomore
Max Perello is launching his
first entrepreneurial venture
in the form of Simple Coach,
a less-expensive and all-inclusive travel service posed
to benefit a large swath of the
Colby student population.
“The idea was to make it as
simple as possible,” Max Perello said, “which is why I called
it Simple Coach.”
Perello initially had the idea
during his first year at Colby
on a trip back from Portland,
ME. After purchasing a ticket for Concord Coach from
Portland to Colby, he arrived
at the bus terminal to find that
the bus did not have enough
room, and had to wait for another bus to arrive. This is a
common problem with Concord Coach, as its fine print
specifies that the purchase of
a ticket does not ensure a seat.
“This made me realize that
this was something that could
be done a lot better. I could
make money and make life
easier for other people at the
same time,” Perello said. How-

ever, although this was his first
inspiration, he didn’t begin
building this company until he
felt motivated by an internal
desire to prove peers wrong.
“Some people I was friends
with in high school were talking
about issues going to and from
school, and I mentioned offhand that I was thinking maybe
I was gonna start a company to
runs buses to my school, and
everyone laughed,” says Perello,
“It was the final straw…I had to
prove I wasn’t joking, that this
was a viable option.”
Fall break will be the first run
of Simple Coach. Tickets are on
sale for 60 dollars, and the bus
will be going to Boston. “It’s just
Boston because it took a while
to get fully approved,” Perello
said, “I didn’t want to launch
just to have somone in the administration shut it down.”
Although Perello was concerned that Colby would
need to approve his venture,
he found this was not the
case. “Turns out it was all for
naught,” he said.
Before the start of his sophomore year, Max established an
LLC (which he learned how to
do online), did “all the legally

required stuff,” Perello said,
and reached out to dozens
of charter bus companies to
find the best option. Charter bus companies are not
like Greyhound or Concord
Couch; they employ drivers
and buses, and customers
can give an itinerary. The
company then responds
with a quote for the cost of
the trip.
Perello also emailed many
administrators at Colby over
the summer. “I was hoping to
come for orientation and set up
a table, because I know my parents would be happy too if they
were sure of my travel method,”
Perello said, “But they said I
couldn’t because there was no
room for another table.”
Perello is marketing his company by advertising several
key differences between Simple Coach and companies like
Concord Coach; Perello will
never oversell a bus, meaning
he cannot turn away a customer
with a ticket. Only students will
be customers, and the routes
can be adjusted based on student needs. “For the New York
route, making someone drive
in Manhattan is unreasonable,

so we’d be adding stops like
Hartford, Westchester, and
Newark for Thanksgiving
break,” Perello said.
Simple coach will also be
adding additional stops outside
and within Boston, including
South Station. Customers buying tickets will be asked for their
zip code and optimal drop-off
location, and Simple Coach will
do their best to accommodate it.
“The main route was always
supposed to be New York,”
Perello said. This comes largely
from his own experiences. In
his attempts to travel to New
York for breaks, he has taken 15
hour Greyhound buses (“next
to some random person who
isn’t a fellow student”) and taken flights (“Always a hassle with
waiting, and expensive when
you add in buses to Portland
and Ubers to the airport”). One
of the main concepts behind
Perello’s service is that riding
the bus with other Colby students would make for a better
experience. On the first New
York Trip, he hopes to thank
his fellow students with a surprise treat, “although I’m not
100 percent,” he says, “But I’m
doing my best.”

Proposed Shuttle Route

• Colby
College

• Boston, MA

• New York, NY

Students anticipate arrival of parents on the Hill
By Sonia Lachter

Contributing Writer
The countdown to Family Homecoming Weekend, or Parent’s Weekend,
is upon us. From Oct. 5-7,
Mayflower Hill will be
filled with moms, dads,
sisters, brothers, alumni,
and everybody in-between
visiting their students after
the first month of the fall
semester. Colby families
will have the opportunity to experience the many
facets of Colby’s campus
life: eating in the dining
halls, visiting the Museum of Art, watching Colby sports teams play, and
attending various departmental receptions. They’ll
also be able to attend some
more “unique” events, including a discussion with
Senator Angus King on the
upcoming midterm elections (Friday Oct. 5, 1011a.m., Silberman Lounge)
and a Goldfarb Center panel and breakfast on the topic of Democracy and the
Shrinking Newsroom (Sunday Oct. 7, 9-10:45a.m.,
Alumni Center).
First year Isabel Hoffman’s parents are coming
for Homecoming Weekend
from their home in the
suburbs of Washington,
D.C. In preparation for the
weekend, Hoffman said in
a recent interview with the
Echo that she plans on “doing my homework ahead of
time so I can spend time

with my parents.”
Caroline Beecher ’22
will also be visited by her
parents, as well as her little sister. She’s excited to
spend time with them and
show them “the wonderful
friends I’ve made here at
Colby.” In an interview with
the Echo, Beecher stated
that before her parents arrive in Waterville she’s going to “make sure I change
my sheets, do my laundry,
clean my room… be a responsible adult.”
First year Alex Ozols’
parents will also be joined
by his siblings this Homecoming Weekend. Ozols
explained in an interview
with the Echo that he is
most excited to show them
around “where I study...
in Davis Connects...in the
black chairs, they’re the
most comfy chair on campus!” When asked how he’d
react if his family were to
be unable to make this trip
up from New York State,
Ozols said he’d feel “sad because I miss them, but I’m
seeing them for fall break.”
As Ozols alluded to, fall
break is the weekend directly following Homecoming
Weekend (Oct. 12-16) and
many students, including
Hoffman, Ozols, and Beecher, will go back home for the
extended five-day weekend.
First year Mariah King’s
parents will not be attending Family Homecoming
Weekend, she explained in
a recent interview with the
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Echo, because of the proximity in timing of the two
events, and the fact that she
too will be venturing home
for fall break. King’s parents
have already visited campus
this year multiple times,
but won’t be coming to the
designated parents weekend
due to the fact that, according to King, “that’s not really their thing. Like, they’re
not into structured, organized events.”
Sam Kane-Jimenez ’20
has had a very different experience with both Parent’s
Weekend and fall break
than many. Kane-Jimenez
hails
from
Monterrey,
Mexico, almost 2,500 miles
from the Hill. Besides her
mother accompanying her
to international orientation her first year, KaneJimenez’s family has never
been to the Colby campus.
Kane-Jimenez
attributes
this to the fact that “it’s
not really worth 12 hours
up and 12 hours down if
you’re only going to be
able to spend 48 hours
here, and it’s just really
cumbersome and it’s obviously a lot more expensive
than if you’re driving from
Boston. You know, buying
three or four plane tickets
for the rest of my family is
a lot more than just filling
up a tank of gas and driving north.”
Kane-Jimenez observed
that the College makes a
noticeable effort to convey
the College in a positive

Time:
10:39 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
3:52 p.m.

light, scheduling plenty
of events throughout the
weekend, improving the
quality of dining hall food,
and relaxing the role of
security, perhaps with the
goal to “make it known
that what they’re paying

I was doing, and have that
extra point of contact. A lot
of students here have the
opportunity to have pretty much any weekend that
they choose to go home,
especially fall break and
Thanksgiving, whereas in

going home they’ll often
invite me to their house,
which is so compassionate
and kind and incredibly
appreciated. Especially my
first year, I felt so wonderfully embraced by the huge
number of people saying

Claire Cahill | The Colby Echo

for is truly valuable and
that their kids are having
really wonderful experiences and great opportunities on campus.”
Kane-Jimenez also highlighted the fact that the absence of her own family has
gotten less noticeable each
class year as less parents
come up for the weekend.
Kane-Jimenez remembered
that “freshman year especially, the Hill still being a
new environment for me,
I kind of wanted my family to check it out, see how

Location:
Mary Low/Coburn Hall
Dana Hall
Lorimer Chapel
Diamond Hall

my experience I’ll see my
family once a semester
- once in the winter and
once in the summer and
that’s it.” She also praised
the welcoming nature of
her friends’ parents every year in taking her and
her friends out to dinner
as well as in offering to
host her for breaks, saying,
“people here are really generous, both for fall break
and Thanksgiving. When
people are heading home
for these shorter breaks, if
they know that you’re not

Comments:
Alcohol Violation
Theft
Vandalism
Theft

like ‘oh my gosh you should
just come to my house with
me for the weekend.’”
For international students
worried
about
the upcoming weekend,
Kane-Jimenez noted that
it does get better: “It was
just freshman year that it
was kind of sad that they
weren’t here because it
seemed like everyone’s parents were here, but then
sophomore year it was really ok, and for this weekend
I know that I’m still going
to have a good time.”
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Kavanaugh Trial Most Recent Example of the
Increased Scrutiny of Susan Collins’ Centrism
B y E than S chuler

Features and Local Editor
Susan Collins, one of
Maine’s U.S. senators, has a
position of increasing importance as one of the most
centrist
members of
the Senate,
and as a wild
card vote on
many of the
most divisive issues.
The current
Kavanaugh
hearings put that
front
and
center. She
has
voted
against the
president
of her own
party
on
several key
occasions,
including
repeals
of
Obamacare
and the confirmation
of
Education Secretary
Betsy
D e V o s .
Though this
has
made
her an unlikely friend
to
many
liberals
in
the United
States, it has
also led her
to
points
of conflict.
Par tic ularly
regarding
social issues,
Collins has
been viewed
by many as
the person
who could make all the
difference. As such, one
vote could single-handedly
make her a hero or rival
to many. She is not up for
re-election until 2020, but
has already made clear her

intention to run for re-election when the time comes.
This has particularly
been the case in recent
weeks amidst the confirmation hearings of Judge Brett
Kavanaugh to the U.S. Supreme Court.
An advocate
of abortion
rights with
a high rating
from
P l a n n e d
Parent ho o d,
Collins initially
said
she
would
keep an open
mind about
Kavanaugh
and
would
meet
with
him personally
before
the hearings.
After meeting with Kavanaugh on
Aug. 21, Collins told reporters that
the
judge
affirmed to
her he believes Roe v.
Wade to be
“settled law,”
leading many
to think she
would vote
for Kavanaugh (Collins
has not explicitly stated her intentions).
Since then,
progressives in the
United States
have strongly
pushed Collins to vote
against Kavanaugh’s nomination The
Senator has received countless calls and, notably, a
crowdfunding
campaign
was started that raised $1.1
million by mid-September.
If Collins votes for Kava-

This past

week, Col-

lins has faced

pressure from
colleges and

naugh, the money will be
given to her Democratic
opponent’s 2020 election
campaign. If she votes
against the judicial nominee, the money will not be
given to her, but back to the
donors. The campaign was
launched on Crowdpac, a
progressive political crowdfunding platform. Collins
has stated she believes this
to be an attempted bribery,
and there have been questions regarding the funding campaign’s legality.
However, a spokesman for
Crowdpac stated the campaign was unanimously approved by the Federal Election Commission. Since the
recent allegations of sexual
assault against Kavanaugh,

Collins’ vote has been under even more scrutiny.
This past week, Collins
has faced pressure from colleges and universities across
Maine with the circulation
of a letter recommending that she vote “no” on
Kavanaugh’s
nomination.
The letter had 801 faculty
and staff signatures as of
1:20 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct.
2. This count included 81
Colby employees, as well as
representatives from a wide
range of other schools, including University of New
England, Southern Maine
Community College, University of Maine, College of
the Atlantic, Bates College,
Bowdoin College, Unity
College, Maine College of

Art, Saint Joseph’s College,
and Thomas College, among
others. The document calls
on Collins to “represent the
best interests of Mainers by
making the decision that
any university or employer
would make in a similar
situation: vote ‘no’ to make
room for an unequivocally
qualified candidate.” The
letter describes allegations
made against Kavanaugh as
“credible and disturbing,”
and points to Kavanaugh’s
behavior during his testimony as another clear issue.
Unity College Professor
of Sustainable Enterprise
Janis Balda commented
on her reasons for signing
the letter in an email to
the Echo, writing that she

feels she owes it to her students to “demonstrate an
active voice about issues
that affect us as citizens.”
She also emphasized the
need to “hold our decision
makers accountable to the
process that is meant to
be taking place to ensure
that all relevant voices are
heard and considered” and
“affirm the voice of women
who choose to speak up
when they have been told
to be silent.”
It remains to be seen how
Collins will vote in the upcoming Senate decision, but
either way her vote will have
immediate
consequences
both on the Kavanaugh decision and her own support
here in Maine.

universi-

ties across

Maine with

the circula-

tion of a letter
recommending that she

vote “no” on
Kavanaugh’s

nomination.

Courtesy of Colby College
United States Senator Susan Collins was on the Hill in the spring of 2018 to deliver the commencement speech to Colby’s Class of 2018.

Mayor Isgro and Colby Students Discuss
Security and the Downtown Dorm
By Heather Jahrling
Local News Reporter

As one enters Miller Library, there are phones,
wallets, and computers left
unattended at the majority
of tables. Even in the dining halls, students will leave
their cell phones in the
tables to “save their place”

with no fear of their belongings being stolen. While the
campus continues to maintain a safe reputation, the
downtown dorm is new territory regarding safety. To
explore this issue, the Echo
sat down with residents of
the downtown dorms and
Mayor Nick Isgro to ask
about their experiences
with security and safety.

During the first week
of school, the residents of
the downtown dorm had a
meeting in which the Waterville Police Department was
present. As Riley Janeway
’20 expressed, “Our meeting
was very candid, and they
told us to be smart because
if we aren’t, it just reflects
poorly on ourselves.” Maddie Taylor ’19 felt that this

meeting was beneficial in
forging a stronger connection with the local police.
One of the major points
emphasized at the meeting dealt with parking, and
ensuring that students do
not park in the concourse.
However, despite the warning, Isgro told the Echo,
“There has been an uptick
in complaints from the pub-

lic since school has been in
session.” While the community was informed that students would only park on
Appleton Street or campus,
that has not been the case.
As a result, Isgro stated
that the police have been
monitoring Main Street and
the concourse and leaving tickets for the parking
violators. While the parking

Courtesy of Colby College
The Bill & Joan Alfond Main Street Commons has proven to be as safe as Colby’s main campus thanks to the hard work of Colby security and Waterville police.

situation so far has been inconsistent regarding violations, the police are now using data and maps to “build
a better overall parking
strategy that works for all,”
states Isgro. Isgro has been
working closely with Police
Chief Joseph Massey and
other officers downtown to
improve the situation and
states that the “Waterville
Police Department is well
equipped in both skills and
demeanor to ensure the
long-term success of the
project in as much as their
capacity allows.”
Regarding safety concerns, Taylor commented “I
feel very safe living downtown. My only concern is
the potential prospect of
things being stolen out of
cars.” On this point, Isgro
advises the students to keep
their cars locked and to report any suspicious activity.
Janeway stated, “I have felt
just as safe downtown as I
did on campus.” This is in
part a result of the 24-hour
security and increased security on the weekends.
Janeway’s biggest safety
concern deals with transportation on the weekends
late at night now that more
students are behind the
wheel. She told the Echo, “I
think that Colby kids pose
a bigger threat to ourselves
than the Waterville community does to us.”
While parking complaints have increased,
Isgro remarked, “Having
a large, well lit, occupied
building like that should
theoretically make the area
safer than it was before.”
When asked what advice
he would give to students
regarding safety, Isgro advised the students of the
downtown dorm to be
aware of their surroundings, report suspicious
activity, and to enjoy immersing themselves in the
downtown
community.
With both students and
Waterville residents following these procedures,
Waterville is sure to continue to be a community
where we can all co-exist.
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The Maine Beer Trail:

A Growing Statewide Attraction
By Ethan Schuler

Features and Local Editor
Though blueberries, skiing, lakes, coastline, lumberjacks, and freezing winters may be people’s first
associations with Maine,
the state has a new, increasing point of fame: its many
craft breweries.
The
Maine
Brewers’
Guild, first founded in
1986, created the Maine
Beer Trail to give residents
a better way to track their
progress in visiting them
all. The trail was launched
in 2009 with roughly 25
breweries; there are now
over 100 scattered throughout Maine. As a senior
at Colby, I have made it a
mission to visit as many of
these breweries as I can before graduation.
Though I might not make
it to the ones in Aroostook
County, there are many on

the list within an hour’s
drive of Colby. More touristy towns always have at
least one or two craft breweries, but many are scattered around rural Maine
in places you would never
expect. This makes visiting
the breweries a convenient
way to see some Maine
scenery you might not normally go out of your way to
see. So far this year, I have
visited two stops on the
beer trail: our local Waterville Brewing Company and
the Liberal Cup, a brewery
and pub about 30 minutes
away in Hallowell.
The Waterville Brewing
Company opened earlier
this year in the Hathaway
Creative Center, an old
converted mill on the river
just south of downtown.
The brewery is not easy
to find; there is not really
a sign and you have to go
in the building and down
a hall. The beer and atmo-

sphere, however, were excellent. It is a small space,
but there are games, TVs,
and lots of space for socializing (even though
it was nearly empty on a
Friday night). I ordered a
flight of six beers for $11,
and though they said they
normally have food trucks
come on Fridays, they had
Cappza’s Pizza there and
gave me a lot for free. The
beers were a perfect variation, with blonde ales, amber ales, lagers, and IPAs.
They even had an oatmeal
stout, which, though I did
not love, I did enjoy more
than any stout I’ve ever
had, certainly more than
a Guinness. Overall, it felt
like the Waterville Brewing
Company could be a great
local gathering place, but
it seems to have simply not
gained a major audience
since its opening.
On the other hand, the
Liberal Cup Public House

and Brewery had no room
at the restaurant and standing room only at the bar,
plus a live band. Though
I visited on a Thursday
during dinner hours, it
stays open through 1 a.m.
While the pub is separate
from the microbrewery, it
always has many of their
beers on tap, and offers a
flight on the menu as well.
I ordered two pints, each
for $4, which seemed like a
great deal for a craft brewery. One was the Bug Lager, which they describe as
their “best selling beer,” but
also probably their least
unique. It was not bad,
but not very exciting. On
the other hand, the second
beer I ordered, the Dunkel
John’s Band, was one of the
most unique beers I have
ever had. Liberal Cup describes it as “our rendition
of a rare German-style beer
known as a Dunkelweizen
(Dark Wheat). The slight

sour taste from the yeast
left in suspension is offset
by the roasted hint of darker grains.”
It is listed in the amber
ales category, but tastes a
little lighter than an amber,
except for the slight sour
taste. It was an excellent
beer, far exceeding the first
one, and well worth trying.
Additionally, we ordered
ribs at the bar, which were
delicious, and the band
provided good entertainment. Be prepared for a
loud crowd, but also the
true feeling of a genuine
locals’ spot.
The first two craft breweries I have visited so far
have very different vibes,
but both deserve at least
four out of five stars (if
not five) for their atmospheres, decent prices,
good beers, and variety.
For my next few stops on
the trail, I hope to hit the
Bigelow Brewing Company

in Skowhegan (only open
Fridays and Saturdays),
the Marshall Wharf Brewing Company in Belfast on
the coast, and the Lake St.
George Brewing Company
in Liberty. Also, I would be
remiss if I did not say that
the Maine Beer Trail offers
prizes for those who visit
and keep record of many
breweries throughout the
state. If you visit between
10-19, you will receive a
hat; if you visit 20 but not
all of the breweries, you
will get a t-shirt; if you
visit them all, you will get
a “prize pack.” Although
the website specifies that
you will need to allow 3-12
weeks for these items to
be mailed to you, and regarding hats, they describe
them as “OUT OF STOCK,”
this feels totally worth it to
me. Before graduation, I
hope I can at least get a hat
and some good craft beers
along the way.

Courtesy of Ethan Schuler
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The Jitney Remains Functioning
Despite Speculation of Its Termination
By Alessandra Amano
Staff Writer

Throughout the past
few weeks, widespread
speculation regarding the
Jitney and its impending
doom has consumed the
attentions of many a worried Mule.
“I had heard a rumor
that the Jitney may be
shutting down because
students don’t use it that

often,” Sabrina Teope ’22
said in a recent interview
with the Echo.
Indeed, the Colby Jitney has been a means of
transportation off the hill
for years, used by students
and faculty alike to travel
into Waterville. Unlike the
other on-campus shuttles,
the Jitney acts similarly to
a personal taxi, allowing
passengers to choose an
exact destination within
the Waterville area.
The loss of such a ser-

vice, it seems, would be
mourned by much of the
Colby public.
But just like that of the
blue light, this prospect is,
as of now, just a myth. In
a recent discussion with
the Echo, Colby’s Head
of Security Bob Williams
confirmed the longevity of
the Jitney and expressed
optimism regarding its
bright future.
He did, however, allude to a dilema the car
ser vice currently faces:

the low number of drivers. The Jitney’s hours are
unique in that they run
from 4 p.m. to 2 a.m. on
Thursdays and Fridays
and from 2 p.m. to 2 a.m.
on Saturdays.
Unfortunately, it is the
understaffed
conditions
that result in the infrequent hours of service.
Otherwise, the Jitney’s
flexible hours allow students to essentially go anywhere in Waterville during
its hours of operation.

Corrtesy of Louisa Goldman
The Jitney is a staple in transportation for Colby students and faculty alike.

Let the Kids Print: The Missing Face of Colby?
By Emily Price

Features Reporter
Every Colby student
knows that waiting in line
to use one of the two com-

puters in Pulver Pavilion
and harassing the desk
staffer at the Info Desk to
please refill the printers
is way faster than actually
walking the whole two minutes to Miller to use one of

Courtesy of Ethan Schuler
A bird’s eye view of Colby’s most heroic face, recently returned to its rightful location.

its many printers, especially when you’ve waited until
the last possible second to
print out that reading for
class. But what happens
when someone interferes
with the most stable relationship in your life? Colby
students would know.
Imagine that you have
five minutes before class
and you still need to print
out that essay that’s due.
You pack up your belongings from your table at the
Spa and head over to the
computers in Pulver Pavilion, quite pleased with
yourself over how perfectly you have timed your
print. But alas, the printer
is gone. Your lifeline is
mysteriously no longer in
the place you have always
known it to be. Panic sets
in. You head to the overseer
at the Info Desk: “Where is
the printer? Can I no longer
print my assignment?” But,
of course, it’s bad news.
This nightmare was a 24hour reality for students at
Colby during the first week
of school. Without printers
in Pulver Pavilion, students
were left with no option but
to actually prepare their

materials for class the night
before. Frustrated students
swarmed the Info Desk,
with lines to use the Info
Desk computer rumored
to reach up to four or five
people long.

“Students
were left with
no option but
to actually
prepare their
materials
for class the
night before.”
According to desk staffer Ella Hommeyer ’20,
“There were a bunch of
students that came up to

me with questions about
what happened to the
printer. They usually asked
if they could connect the
computers to the Info Desk
printer, but I don’t think
they do. Sometimes they
would just print from the
Info Desk computer if they
had time.”
The question is, why?
After speaking with a few
folks at ITS, Info Desk
overseer Danielle Hague
attributes the mystery of
the missing printers to the
fact that “there are several
printers on campus that
were printing for several
email accounts that were
not Colby accounts and the
one by the student mailroom was one of them.”
But Hague wouldn’t let
this setback ruin Pulver
Pavilion’s reputation for
the rest of the year. Hague
handled the situation like
any hero would: “I explained that the printer
was super important to
students and that not having it there would ultimately place more work
on the Info Desk printer.
I convinced them to bring
it back, but can’t guarantee

that it might not be missing again one day.”
There is no doubt that
this printer mishap tested
Colby students in a way
that only the inability to
print something in Pulver
Pavilion could. Through
critical thinking and sheer
mental strength, Colby
students persevered. One
might even say that this
fiasco brought the community closer together. And
better yet, the printers are
back and all is right in Pulver Pavilion again.
To prove it, the Echo
went into the field to confirm that students can really once again print from
Pulver. The printer was
physically there, but this
wasn’t enough proof to
satisfy the campus-wide
concern. After a quick
sign-in to my Colby email,
I clicked “Print” and waited. A soft hum surprised
my ears and I knew my
mission was a success. For
anyone reading this as a
way to procrastinate making that last-minute print
before class, take comfort
in knowing you can procrastinate confidently.
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Jelly Sauce kicks off final year together at Colby
By Zachary Bergman
A&E Editor

The members of Jelly
Sauce, one of Colby’s bestknown student bands, first
started playing together as
sophomores through the
Colby Music Incubator,
an organization run by the
Mayflower Hill Broadcasting Company in the basement of Bob’s.
Aaron Canter ’19, Andrew Fumarola ’19 and
Tom Crisp ’19 had previously been playing together in a band called Tonic
Engine, but Fumarola also
played music regularly
with friends Ben Peters
’19, Jake Hagler ’19 and
Tanner Boucher ’19.
“They started jamming
together and playing music, because Tonic Engine
wasn’t a jam band...And so
eventually those two worlds
kind of collided, and we all
just started playing together,” Canter said.
With Canter playing the
trumpet, Peters and Hagler playing guitar, Fumarola playing bass, Goucher playing synth/piano,
Crisp playing piano and
eventually Noah Baretto
’19 playing drums, Jelly
Sauce eventually decided
they wanted to do live
performances. “It was
just super fun...and we

all just kind of looked at
each other and said, ‘We
should just do this in
front of people,’” Fumarola explained.
Jelly Sauce had its first
live performance on Doghead in the spring of 2017,
playing with the Moist
Bandanas, another student
band that has since graduated. Since then, Jelly
Sauce has performed on
several occasions at venues
ranging from the Harold
and Bibby Alfond Senior
Complex to the Maine International Film Festival
in Waterville. Their most
recent performance was
in the Bobby Silberman
Lounge this past Saturday,
Sept. 29.
“Going forward we’ll
have more gigs too. We’ve
always done a Halloween
show, so we’ll be doing a
Halloween show,” Canter said. The band is also
aiming to perform at bar
night this year, according
to Canter.
With all members now
seniors, the band is entering their last year together
at Colby. Jelly Sauce plays
a host of original songs
and one of their goals for
the year is to release an
album, which they plan
to record over fall break.
They also want to play
an outdoor show in the

spring near the observatory. Aside from that, the
band’s goal for the year is
just to have fun and “make
people dance,” according
to Fumarola. “That’s all
I’ve ever wanted to do…I
just love making people
dance,” he continued.
The members of Jelly
Sauce have made sure to
enjoy the experience of
being in a student band.
“I speak for myself, but
I think most of the band
would agree that Jelly
Sauce is probably one of
their favorite things about
Colby,” Canter said.
Part of what has made
the experience so great,
according to Canter, is
the friendships the band
members have formed
with each other: “We all
just love each other so
much, it’s just a really
great group of people, and
we just love playing music
together and love playing
music for people and just
watching them have fun
with us, and that’s always
kind of been what Jelly
Sauce has been about.”
Fumarola echoed that
sentiment, saying: “They’re
my best friends at Colby,
so that’s really awesome to
get to play music with your
best friends.”
Jelly Sauce does not
have any plans to con-

tinue on after Colby, and
the band views this as its
last chance to consistently
play music together. “In
an ideal world it would
continue on...but I think
it would be better for us to
look at this year as our last
experience to do this in
this way,” Fumarola said.
“I want to go into the year
knowing that and making

it a good last step.”
Fumarola said that he
hopes other student musicians will follow Jelly
Sauce’s lead by forming
bands and performing for
their classmates. “This
Saturday we played a show
and a brand new band,
[Peace, Brother,] opened
up for us, and they were
phenomenal. You know I

think we’re trying to leave
that legacy of, like, everyone should know that they
can do this too. There are
so many other sick musicians at Colby that don’t
know they can do that, and
if we can leave that door
open for them and have
that be an organic part of
this school, that’d be really
cool,” Fumarola said.

Courtsey of Tanner Boucher
The members of Jelly Sauce attempt to pose for a photograph in front of Miller steps and instead capture their personalities.

Colby Museum of Art opens two new exhibits
By Lutie Brown

Contributing Writer
Two exhibits opened in
the Colby College Museum of Art this past month:
“1968: ‘Sensitive Humanity’ and Black Radicalism”
and “Currents 8: Carly
Glovinski.”
“1968: ‘Sensitive Humanity’ and Black Radicalism”
commemorates
the 50th anniversar y of
the 1968 resistance movements. Associate Professor of Anthropolog y and
African-American Studies Chandra Bhimull cocurated this Davis Galler y exhibit, which shows
photographs of the Black
Panther movement by
Pirkle Jones and RuthMarion Baruch. The exhibit is on display until
December 16, 2018.
Upon walking in, viewers first come across
Bhimull’s explanation of
the exhibit. She references

Kathleen Neal Cleaver’s
statement that the “young
revolutionaries” of the
Black Panther movement
were driven by “sensitive
humanity,” thus giving
name to Bhimull’s exhibit.
Bhimull proceeds to
display
the
founding
document of the Black
Panther Party : a 10-point
platform divided into two
parts: “What We Want
Now!” and “What We Believe.” Bhimull then invigorates audiences with
her last few sentences:
“Many founders, leaders,
and other members of the
Black Panther Party were
college students. They
mobilized against white
supremacy. They championed social change. It is
more than 50 years later.
What do you want? What
do you believe?”
The exhibit displays
rousing images of various Free Huey Rallies and
members of the Party in
De Fremery Park, Oak-

land, California over the
summer of 1968. A portrait of Cleaver portrays
her as hopeful, energized
and determined. Bhimull’s
wall text explains, “When
asked to describe the role
of women in the Black
Panther Party, Kathleen
Cleaver responded, ‘It’s
the same as men. We are
revolutionaries.’ In her
position as Communications Secretary, Cleaver served as the party’s
spokesperson, and took an
imaginative approach to
political outreach by incorporating illustrations
into newspapers and press
releases. She also worked
collaboratively with other groups, including the
Brown Berets, the Red
Guards, the Young Lords,
and the Peace and Freedom Party.”
An untitled photograph
by Baruch and Jones depicts The Black Panthers’
free daily breakfast programs in effect, show-

Courtesy of Colby College
Two new exhibitions have opened at the Colby College Museum of Art. One, “1968: ‘Sensitive Humanity’ and Black Radicalism” focuses on photography during the civil rights movement. The other, “Currents 8: Carly Glovinski” features a Maine
artist whose work is also on view at the Waterville Public Library.
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focused around the central questions “How do
you locate a landscape?”
and
“What
patterns,
structures, and systems
define our encounters
with nature?”
According to the introductory
wall
text,
“Her search began with a
single painting, Frederic
Church’s ‘View from Olana in the Snow’ (c. 1871).
Glovinski visited Olana,
Church’s storied estate
on the Hudson River, and
stood at the site that was
once his studio. One of
her photographs from that
vantage point became the
source image for a painted
sculpture. Resembling a
partially completed jigsaw puzzle, ‘Another View
from Olana’ shows a sliver
of the Hudson at the horizon, blue sky dotted with
clouds, and the outline of
a scruffy slope awaiting
new growth.” The piece is
beautiful and demands a
closer look.
Glovinski’s quest to “define encounters with nature” inspired her recreated
library books, jigsaw puzzles, fishing poles, paintings and crocheted throw,
which are all on display in
the gallery. The wall text
states, “Collectively, they
represent what Glovinski
calls a ‘viewshed,’ a term
she has adopted from terrain analysis to describe her
associative and egalitarian
reflections on how we understand nature through
the world of things.”
Both exhibits allow
viewers to reflect on their
relationship to the world
around
them;
“1968:
‘Sensitive Humanity’ and
Black Radicalism” challenges students to think
about our current political scene in relation to
the 1968 resistance movements, while “Currents 8:
Carly Glovinski” dares us
to contemplate our relationship with nature.

Ending the summer with music: WatervilleRocks!
By Sarah Warner
A&E Reporter

This past Friday, Waterville residents and Colby
students alike got out their
lawn chairs and gathered in
Castonguay Square for the
summer’s fourth and final
WatervilleRocks! concert.
Featuring Kenya Hall and
the Ryan Montbleau Band,
the concert was the perfect
way to say goodbye to summer with some great music.
The concert was ideal
for families, with activities for children and
adults alike. The festivities started at 5:30 p.m.
with a beer garden outside
the Proper Pig, which was
packed with people grabbing a bite to eat before
the show began. Common
Street Arts also set up a
pumpkin carving station
for the younger members
of the audience, helping
them to create the perfect
jack-o-lantern.
Eana Bacchiochi ’21

said that she enjoyed seeing so much activity in
downtown
Waterville.
“The square was really
lively, even after the sunset,” Bacchiocchi said
in an interview with the
Echo. “There were tons of
families and even older
couples. It was really cool
to see.”
The concert itself started
at 6 p.m. Hall, a soul musician, opened the night,
belting out high-energy,
feel-good songs. Between
sets, she shouted out words
of advice to the audience,
encouraging them to “be
grateful” and “count your
blessings.” She was followed by Montbleau, a
self-described
“singersongwriter who writes
from the heart,” and hopes
his music “connects with
others’ truth.” His music
ranges from folk to funk to
R&B, and he has a substantial following—including
many Waterville residents.
“The crowd was so full
of positivity,” Montbleau
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“The community reaction has been
hugely positive. Word is
really getting
out about this
free concert
series, especially on social media. ”

starting an outdoor concert series in downtown
Waterville, and with the
help of various sponsors—
including
Colby—they
funded and held the first
WatervilleRocks! concert
that summer. The series
was met with enthusiasm
and has become a perennial favorite for the Waterville community.
Towne is hoping to
maintain this excitement
and expand the concert
series even further, moving the concert space from
Castonguay Square to the
newly completed community area in the River Walk
at Head of Falls. WatervilleCreates! has also applied
for a $25,000 matching
Levitt AMP Grant to help
them grow the concert series for the 2019 season.
“If we receive this grant
money we would be able
to increase the number
of concerts in 2019 from
four to 10, which would
be incredible,” Towne
said. “Regardless, though,

WatervilleCreates! plans
to collaborate on another
amazing WatervilleRocks!
concert series in 2019, so
stay tuned for details!”
Next summer’s WatervilleRocks! concerts should
definitely be something to
look out for. The combination of free music, great
atmosphere and, of course,
that beautiful Maine summer weather makes for an
experience that you don’t
want to miss. While it’s
far from the typical stadium concert, it has its own
unique, intimate charm.
Montbleau
best
explained this appeal of the
WatervilleRocks! concert
series when asked what his
favorite part of performing
for a small community like
Waterville is:
“There’s a feeling like
we’re all in it together. I
can see everyone and they
can see me and I can talk
to the crowd very easily. It
just feels more like we’re
all hanging out together
and I get to play music.”

Opinions
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Chocolate Milk— at Colby, it HOT TAKE: Rain
tastes like a Drink of the Gods
By Katie McKinley
Contributing Writer

By Madeleine Hand
Copy Editor

If you haven’t tried the
chocolate milk in any of the
dining halls yet, you clearly
have not been making the
most of your fall at Colby.
It’s a non-negotiable. For
all the beverages options in
Dana and Bobs (and even
Foss!), chocolate milk is by
far the best.
This milk isn’t just a
good way to replace electrolytes and provide important things like daily
vitamins and protein (who
would have thought?), it
also tastes like a milkshake.
It’s not like the regular
milk, The chocolate milk
is something special—not
only is the richness unbeatable, and the perfect
addition to any meal, it
also has a chocolate flavor
that is really nothing less
than exquisite.
It’s the right mix of milk
chocolate without the extreme sweetness (or lack
of ) that tends to be found in
low-quality chocolate beverages (think a drink made
with too much Hershey’s
chocolate syrup or not
enough hot chocolate powder). In fact, the chocolate
milk is such a treat that if
you are lactose intolerant, I
suggest you find a Lactaid
that you don’t mind taking religiously. Only a bona
fide allergy is an acceptable
excuse to not try the chocolate milk (and even then,
you should know that your
case is unfortunate—you

really are missing out).
The reason for the
drastic improvement in
chocolate milk quality at
Colby? This past summer,

In fact, the
chocolate
milk is such
a treat that if
you are lactose intolerant, I suggest
you find a
Lactaid that
you don’t
mind taking
religiously.
Colby Dining Hall services switched over to Baker
Brook Farm, a creamery in
Gray, Maine, about an hour
south of Colby.
Not only do the cows
at Baker Brook Farm win
awards (most notably Rascal, a famous cow in the
world of Holstein cow
competitions), but the farm
also has a five-star rating

on Facebook, the ultimate
creamery rating website.
The creamery is in keeping
with good farming practices, as the cows are hormone
free (because no chocolate
milk is good enough to justify filling cows with antibiotics). The cows feed on
Maine grass (internationally renowned for its chocolate milk enhancing properties) and are then milked
in the most ethical way.
The rest of the process
is kind of confusing and
my explanation of it would
be superfluous, as there is
a nice infographic on the
Baker Brook Farm website.
What’s important at the
end of the day is that this
process creates a superb
chocolate milk for you to
drink for free at any of your
dining hall rendezvous.
At this point in time, if
you have not had an urge
to walk on over to a dining
hall and try the chocolate
milk, you’re doing something wrong. You should
have put this article down
about six sentences ago to
race over to a dining hall
and experience the beverage of a lifetime.
If you are still in need of
some convincing though,
just talk to Thea Reddin
’22, notable chocolate milk
enthusiast: “I get the chocolate milk during dinner
before I get my chocolate
ice cream. It’s an easy way
to avoid the judgmental
glares I would get by holding two ice cream cones,
but still lets me get my fill.”
If you are one of the many

who constantly wants more
than one serving of ice
cream, but just cannot justify the second bowl, then
chocolate milk is the loophole for you.
Another chocolate milk
fanatic (who requested their
name be withheld for fear
Colby might start charging them for the absurd
amount of chocolate milk
they consume), explained:
“I drink chocolate milk at
every meal. Like when I say
every meal, I mean like every meal. Sometimes I even
have two glasses, and on
really long days, I’ll make
a pit stop to get myself a
thing of chocolate milk
to go. I mean I guess you
could call it an addiction,
but I wouldn’t, because I
don’t think it’s possible to
drink too much of such a
fabulous beverage.”
The only convincing reason for you not to consume
the chocolate milk is because you do not want the
burden of the inevitable
chocolate milk obsession
on your shoulders. Coming
from someone who is working on lessening their chocolate milk consumption, I
could see how I might be
better off had I not been
exposed to the drink one
fateful orientation evening.
The moral of the story
is that you need to try the
chocolate milk in the dining hall. If you already
have, you understand exactly the pull of such an exquisite elixir. If you haven’t
yet, what on earth are you
waiting for?

When most people wake
up and see raindrops on
their windows or puddles
accumulating on the pathways, they sigh, complain,
or just accept it and continue to get ready for the
day. I, on the other hand, as
cheesy as it sounds, smile
and flop back on to my bed,
or reach my hand out the
window to feel the rain.
I love rain. Cold rain,
warm rain, light rain,
heavy rain…you get the
picture. When I was little,
I used to run out onto
the deserted streets with
my sisters in rainstorms.
We would walk barefoot
against the flow of small
streams running parallel
to the house and splash
in a pool of water that assembles at the bottom of a
nearby hill.
In warm rain, I would
venture outside in my tshirt and shorts only to
be drenched in a matter
of minutes with my sopping clothes clinging to me.
In colder rain, I dressed
myself in a hunter green
rain jacket with white buttons down the front, and
turquoise rain boots that
ended just below my knees.
When I was little, it was the
excitement of rain that en-

ticed me, and drew me to
play in it outside for hours.
I hold these memories
close with me now, and
while they are part of the
reason I love rain, I have
grown to like it for different reasons too. There is
something refreshing and
grounding about rain.
After a long day of classes and practice, nothing is
as refreshing and energizing as getting caught in the
rain. I can feel the energy
of the rainstorm in the air
just before it hits. And
when it does hit, the chaos
and tension that was built
up releases. The steady
fall of raindrops is soothing and I get caught up in
the beauty of the rain. The
small prickles of cold when
the raindrops land on my
arms, legs, and shoulders
give me chills, but wake
me up too. And later in the
evenings when I get into
bed, the consistent pounding of rain lulls me to sleep
in an instant.
When the rain finally
stops, the whole world
seems quieter and at peace.
It’s as though rain resets the
imbalances and wipes the
earth clean.
So, the next time you look
out the window and see
that it’s raining, embrace it
rather than hate it and who
knows, maybe you’ll find
some beauty in it.

Why do we pay for fall concert?
B y C aitlin R ogers
Co-Editor-in-Chief

On Monday, the Student
Planning Board (SPB) announced that UK DJ duo
Snakehips will be headlining
Colby’s fall concert on Oct. 20.
Great— they have a couple
of popular songs that play at
Colby parties anyway.
The catch? Tickets are
selling for $20 each, and
that’s just for Colby students.
For members of the public,
they’re going for $25.
$20 to line up in the cold,

wait to get into the Colby
gym— which is definitely
not a concert venue— and
listen to a DJ duo play songs
that I already hear in the
apartments every weekend?
No thank you.
Let’s not forget the poorly managed fall concert
in 2016, when a crowd of
concert-goers clumped together at the entrance to
the gym, only for security
to refuse to let people in
until they formed a singlefile line.
Merrill Read ’19 reme-

Other
things to
do for $25
in and
around
Waterville

bered Ke$ha’s debut vividly, “Students were forcing
themselves into every crevice they could find outside
the enterence to the AC. It
was madness and I remember people leaving upset.”
It’s always exciting to
have live concerts at Colby,
and Snakehips are not just
any band. Their songs are
fairly well known (although
some Colby students interviewed for this article said
they didn’t know enough
of their songs to justify going), and they’re easy to

Donate $25 to the
Waterville Humane
Society

Buy 104 packs of
gummy bears from
Amazon

Do 7 loads of
laundry, washed
AND dried

Bowl 6 regular games
at Central Maine
Family Fun in Skowhegan

Order 12 grilled
cinnamon rolls
from Early Bird

Order 5 full chocolate chip pancakes
from Purple Cow
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dance to. Still, it’s disappointing to know that this
fall we’ll have to shell out
$20 to stand in a school
gym and listen to a couple
of DJs remix songs that
used to be popular.

Courtsey of Merrill Read
Post-rain sheen reflecting a gray sky in front of Miller Library.
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Field Hockey falls after earning the first goal of the game
By Mack Fisher

Contributing Writer
The Colby College field
hockey team took on a
strong opponent, Middlebury, during their game
last Saturday.The Panthers
came into the game undefeated in eight games
and left triumphant (9-0,
5-0 NESCAC). The game
started very strong for the
Mules; just six minutes into
the first half Merel van Gijzen ’21, a star forward for
the Mules, scored an unassisted goal that had the
crowd at Bill Alfond Field.
cheering The Mules then
held off a strong Panther
attack for 35 hard fought
minutes. Heading into the
locker room at half-time,
the Colby team was holding
onto a 1-0 lead and full of

confidence.
Unfortunately, the persistence of attacking play
by the Panthers proved
to be too strong for the
Mules to stave off. Only
1:32 into the second half,
Marissa Baker slotted a
shot by Colby goalie Riley
Whitmyer ’19 off an assist
from Danielle Brown. Julia
Richards gave the Panthers
the lead with an unassisted
goal, followed by a goal
from Erin Nicholas with
five minutes left. Danielle
Brown helped to put the
game out of reach in the
last two minutes, scoring a
goal for herself solidifying
a 4-1 victory for the toprated Panthers.
Whitmyer played a great
game in between the posts,
facing 15 shots and tallying
11 saves. Colby was able to

put the pressure on Megan
Collins, the Middlebury
goalie, with four shots. The
Mules were able to draw
three penalty corners in the
second half during their
comeback effort, four in
total. Middlebury’s offense
was able to draw seven total
penalty corners.
The game was well refereed and played cleanly by
both sides–there was only
one green card, awarded to
the Mules early in the first
half. A green card in field
hockey is an official warning for a minor offense and
a second would have resulted in a yellow card (five
minutes of playing a man
down).
After a hard fought battle,
the Mules now turn to face
the Husson Eagles (1-6), and
then come back to in-con-

Su-do-ku!
3

5
8

ference play hosting Wesleyan Saturday Oct. 6.
The Mules opened their
season at home against
Husson and had an impressive 6-0 win. They hope to
repeat this result when they
travel to Bangor. Though
the Mules have struggled in
in-conference play after five
games against NESCAC opponents. They earned a key
win against Connecticut
College, where they pulled
off a nail biting 2-1 victory
over the Camels. The team
faces a very important last
seven games as they fight
for a playoff berth. The
impressive
performance
against such a top tier team
as Middlebury left the 120
fans on Saturday afternoon
excited for the final stretch
of games against in-conference opponents.

Forum
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7

3 7
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4 1 8 3
8
4 6
1
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9
2
Courtesy of https://www.websudoku.com/. Level: Medium

Damon’s Discount
Beverages

(Formerly Joka’s)
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT AND
DEBIT CARDS!
Open Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m.,Thurs. until
10 p.m.,
Fri. & Sat. until Midnight

207-873-6228

52 Front Street, Waterville, ME

Damon’s Specials
Geaghans Brothers (6
Pck) $8.69 + Tax
Rolling Rock (18 Pck)
$13.59 + tax
Michelob Light and Ultral (12 Pck) $12.69 + tax

Courtesy of Colby College Athletics
Riley Whitmyer ’19 has started in every game thus far into the season. In saturday’s game against Middlebury, Whitmyer saved 11 of the total 15 shots
on cage. Despite Whitmyer’s saves, the Mules lost to the Panthers 4-1.

Want to advertise with
The Echo?
Contact Business
Manager Kevin Ahn at
kwahn20@colby.edu
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It’s a beautiful day to do the Dempsey Challenge
By Kevin Ahn

Sports Reporter
While most recognizable from his work in the hit
show Grey’s Anatomy, Patrick
Dempsey has also made a name
for himself in Maine because of
his substantial charitable work.
Since founding the Dempsey
Center in 2008, Patrick Dempsey
has returned each year to host
the annual “Dempsey Challenge” in his hometown of Lewiston, Maine. This year, the challenge took place over two days,
Sept. 29-30, and participants
could walk, run, ride, or do any
combination of the three. The
Dempsey Center was founded
with the intention of providing
help to those affected by cancer, whether through treatment,
education, or general support.
All services are provided at zero
cost regardless of the patient’s
circumstances. To partake in
the challenge, the only requirement is that participants (age
18+) raise a minimum of $150.
For several years Colby College
Lacrosse has participated in the
challenge, consistently raising a
significant amount in; in fact,
this past year the men and women’s lacrosse team raised a com-

bined $14,680 for the Dempsey
Center. This incredible fundraising placed Colby lacrosse in
10th place for donations raised,
sitting less than $200 behind
ninth place.
Lacrosse participation in this
event began in the fall of 2014,
when both the mens and women’s Colby lacrosse teams decided that they wanted to find
a way to give back to the Maine
community. For this group of
college athletes, the Dempsey
Challenge was a perfect fit.
While the challenge itself consists of walking, running, and
biking, the lacrosse team only
participates in the annual 5K
race. Bridget Horword ’19 was
one such racer and noted how
the lacrosse team as a whole not
only had a great showing for
fundraising, but also for the 5K
race itself, with several members of both teams finish in the
top 10 spots of the race.
For the fundraising aspect of
the Challenge, each participant
of the Colby lacrosse team set up
an individual page to raise donations— it’s up to each player
to to get the donations flowing.
“People tackle fundraising in
different ways,” Horword said.
“Most people send out an email

to family and friends explaining the event and why we participate, while others post the
fundraising link on social media
sites.”
While any and all contributions are greatly appreciated by
the community, there is certainly a friendly competitive aspect of this challenge for Colby.
Each year, the lacrosse team participates in what is now known
to the Dempsey Challenge as
the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin Challenge, or CBB Challenge. This
competition does include a few
other schools from Maine, but
Colby, Bates and Bowdoin are
the central figures in this challenge. The challenge is to see
which of the Maine schools
can raise the most money for
the Dempsey Center. For the
past three years Colby has not
only won the challenge, but has
also placed for number of participants in the challenge. Of
course the challange doesn’t
go unrewarded.
“Because we won, Patrick
Dempsey presented us with a
trophy and thanked us for our
donations,” Horword said.
Certainly a special moment
to pair with all of the charitable
work the lacrosse team put in.

Courtesy of Thea Reddin ’22
This past weekend students and people from all over Maine competed in the Dempsey challange which takes place anaually in
Lewiston, Maine. The Dempsey challange was created by actor and Maine native Patrick Dempsey as a way to fundraise and provide support for those affected by cancer. Participants can either run or bike the 5K race. Each year both men’s and women’s lacrosse
partake in the fundraising, and this year the women’s lacrosse team won the event. Dempsey himself presented the women’s team
with a trophy and thanked them for their charitable contributions.

For the Dempsey Challenge
2018, over $1.1 million, or about
76% of the campaign goal, has
already been raised for the

Dempsey Center, with plenty of
donations still to be accounted
for. The Dempsey Challenge is
only one example of the many

incredible charitable works that
Colby Athletic teams participate
in with only more to come as the
semester progresses.

Weekend recap with the Colby College Mules
Emily Schaefer
Staff Writer

Women’s Soccer
The Colby women’s soccer team took on Middlebury at home this Saturday
at home after the previous
long weekend on the road.
After an early goal from
Kara Wilson ’20 put the
Mules ahead 1-0, the fifth
ranked Panthers scored
four goals to win 4-1. The
Panthers tied the game in
the 29th minute off of a
one-timer from Sara DiCenso to round out scoring in the first half. In the
second half, Middlebury’s
Leah Salzman, Eliza Robinson, and Eliza Van Voorhis
all tallied one goal. Colby
goalkeeper Dani Lonati ’20
stopped five shots for the
Mules, while Middlebury
goalie Ursula Alwang made
three saves. The Panthers
had a 13-7 shot advantage,
and a 3-2 corner kicks advantage. This dropped the
Mules to 3-4 overall, 1-4 in
NESCAC league play, while
Middlebury moves to 8-0
overall, 5-0 in NESCAC
play. Colby’s most recent
home match was this past
Wednesday versus University of New England.

Men’s Soccer
The Colby men’s Soccer
team also faced Middlebury
College this past weekend
and came out with a 1-1
tie to finish the game. The
Mules move to 3-3-2 overall and 1-2-1 in NESCAC
play as Middlebury sits at
3-2-2 overall and 2-2-1 in
the league. Daniel O’Grady
of Middlebury scored in the
22nd minute to give the Panthers the lead. It was not until the second half that Cam
Clouse ’19 scored his fourth
goal of the season to tie the
game off an assist from Lucas Pereira ’19. Dan Carlson
’19 made ten saves, including five stops in the firsthalf. In overtime, the Mules
defense was able to hold off
the Panthers who had a 13-2
margin in corner kicks and 4
out of their eight shots in the
extra time. This past Tuesday, Colby also played Husson in an away game.
Football
The Colby football team
fell in a tough 31-14 setback
this weekend against Middlebury College at Harold
Alfond Stadium. The Mules
were tied 7-7 with the Panthers into the third quarter,

but the last 16 minutes of
the game went Middlebury’s
way. With only seven minutes remaining in the third
quarter, Middlebury blocked
a 19 yard field goal attempt
to turn the momentum of
the game around. With 3:31
left, they were able to take a
17-7 lead. Middlebury continued to score three touchdowns in just over one minute of play making the score
31-7 after a Colby fumble
and interception. The Mules
closed out the scoring on a
76 yard drive with an eight
yard scoring pass from Matt
Hersch ’22 to Andrew DeFranco ’20 with 1:27 left in
the game. Hersch which was
20-36 for 182 yards and two
touchdown passes. Ethan
Smith ’21 had three catches
for 57 yards , while Bernie
Sander ’21 had six catches
for 39 yards. Jake Schwern
’19 finished with 76 yards
rushing. Marcus Bullard ’21
and Patrick Sopko ’19 both
had eight tackles for the
Mules on the defensive end.
Hans Gabriel ’20 added seven stops and one pass break
up. The Mules now drop to
0-3 in NESCAC play while
the Panthers move to 2-1 in
the league. Colby is hosting
Wesleyan University next
Saturday during Homecom-

Courtesy of Colby College Athletics
Senior Captain Jake Schwern rushed a total of 82 yards in this weekend’s game against Middlebury. The Mules were able to
complete two touchdowns but fell short with a final score of 31-14. Walter Thilly ’21 had two sucessful field goals in the game.

Courtesy of Colby College Athletics
Kara Wilson ’20 scored an amazing goal for the Mules four minutes into their game. Wilson was positioned at a tough angle from
the goal but was able to execute. Unfortunaly, the Panthers took off in the second half and scored three goals within 15 minutes.

Bright future for the tennis team Parent’s weekend
game schedule
Drew Ladner
Sports Editor

This weekend, newly-hired
Colby tennis coach Adam Reeb
will travel to Lewiston, Maine,
where the men’s team will compete in the Wallach Invitational,
for his third tournament.
Following the departure of
former head coach Jason Cohen, Colby Athletics hired Reeb
this fall to coach both tennis
programs. Reeb is now in his
10th year of college coach and
his seventh as a head coach. He
spent the previous three years at
Seattle University.
With this move from Washington to Maine came complications for the program. Reeb
could not arrive until Sept. 21,
midway into the fall tennis season. With no coach, both tennis
teams were left to prepare for
their opening tournaments.
“There’s a few weeks from when
I was announced before I was able
to move out here and get started
so [the teams have] been doing it
basically on their own,” Reeb said.
“The captains were awesome. The
team kept me updated. I would
try and offer input—as much as
I could from across the country.
Getting an idea of what they were
doing and just getting updates

from them was great.”
While there was communication between Reeb and the players, the captains had to act as
both players and coaches. They
planned practices, scheduled
field house times, and were the
connection between the team
and the administration during
this transitional time. Jamie Pine
’19, co-captain of the women’s
team, said the captains grew as
leaders to make it through those
opening weeks.
“The whole team really had to
adjust our mindset to understand
that this would be a transitional
season,” Pine said. “Tennis has
the potential to become such an
individualized sport, but having
no coach required my co-captains
and me to take ourselves out
of the equation completely and
make sure that everyone else was
happy, working hard, and feeling
like they were getting something
out of practices.”
Both Coach Reeb and the
tennis captains agreed this
transitional season has been
successful thus far. Now, Colby Tennis will begin another
transition. With the fall season
drawing to a close, the team
must begin to prepare for the
spring championship season.
Reeb said his current plan is to

Courtesy of Colby College Athletics
Senior Captain, Gabriela Venditti ’19 along with Callie Nesbitt ’21 made it to the
final round of the “B” Draw at the Bates College Doubles Invitational on Sunday.

Courtesy of Colby College Athletics
Adam Reeb: new head coach for both
Men’s and Women’s tennis team.

strike a balance between observing and coaching. He says
he needs to observe the players
to understand how to best coach
them for the spring, while also
actively coaching the players in
the remaining fall tournaments.
“When we go to tournaments,
I’m going to be really active, and
that’s part of the observing,”
Reeb said. “You get on the court
with the student-athlete and
you help coach them through
that match and you get to learn
how they think during a match
and compete and what’s their
strengths and what they need to
do to get better. So, I think it’s an
active observation.”
While Reeb must adjust to his
new team, the players need to
also adjust to their new coach.
Reeb brings with him coaching experience at three different collegiate levels. The players
discussedthe immediate impact
Reeb has had on their program.
“Coach Reeb set the expectation for us that we are never
playing the name on the jersey–we are playing the ball,” said
Pine. “This very simple mindset
adjustment will bring great success to Colby tennis.”
The men’s team will take
this mentality with them to the
Wallach Invitational, their final tournament of the fall. The
women will wrap up their own
season the following week, as
they compete in the NEWITT
tournament at Smith College.

Be sure to check the Colby
Athletics website for weekly
game schedule and score updates, and make sure to get out
there and watch some great
games this weekend!

